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Sponsorship and
Supporter Acknowledgements
RDA Tasmania gratefully acknowledges the support from:

Communities, Sport
and Recreation

Tasmanian Community Fund

Scoot Boot

Bentleys Chartered Accountants

And everyone who has supported RDA Tasmania throughout 2018-2019

RDA Tasmania Patron

RDA Tasmania Ambassador

Her Excellency Professor
the Honourable Kate Warner, AM,
Governor of Tasmania

Rachael Treasure
Author, mother, regenerative
agriculturalist and a lover of life
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Mission, Vision, Values

OUR

MISSION

OUR

Riding for the Disabled Association of
Tasmania enables people with
disabilities and volunteers throughout
Tasmania to experience enjoyment,
challenge and a sense of achievement
through participation in equestrian
activities, resulting in the development
of life skills, improved quality of life and
the attainment of personal goals.

OUR

VISION

We are dedicated to providing these
services through an organisation that is:
Relevant, Innovative, Effective
and Rewarding.
Operated by trained and caring people
committed to our aims, is recognised as
having involvement with the equestrian
and general communities.

VALUES

RDA is Excellence

RDA is not always about competition but it always about striving for
the best; personally, professionally and practically.

RDA is Inclusive

RDA is a welcoming place where we strive to include all Australians
from different backgrounds, genders and abilities.

RDA is Respect

RDA is a safe environment, where individuals are treated with
respect and are respectful towards others and the organisation they
care about.

RDA is Innovative

RDA is always demonstrating that looking at things differently can
change a life; RDA encourages new ways of thinking and doing in
every field.
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Board Members

Mark Purcell
President
Mark has worked in the not-for-profit and community sector for the
past 20 years, with 17 years in volunteer conservation management
and three years at Hockey Tasmania. Mark brings a passion for social
and community development programs and was drawn to RDA
Tasmania by the opportunity to assist an organisation that provides
important opportunities for anyone with a disability to enjoy safe,
healthy, stimulating and therapeutic horse-related activities.
Additionally, he brings skills in volunteer engagement, program
management, Board and corporate management, resource
management and community development.

Laura Della Pasqua
Vice President and Public Officer
Laura joined RDA Kingborough as a rider in February 2017. She has
dense left-sided hemiplegia, as a result of a stroke in March 2015. Prior
to approaching RDA, she had only ridden a horse once 20 years earlier!
However, with the skilled guidance and support from the RDA
Kingborough volunteers, she was hooked from first go! She built on this
confidence and participated in the State Championships in March 2017.
She then went on to join other riders on the State team and so had the
fantastic opportunity to attend the RDA Nationals in October that year.
With this background Laura feels she has had an amazing opportunity
to experience and observe the depth and breadth of RDA’s impact on a
broad range of people’s lives across the nation. She brings skills and
experience in community development and engagement, service
delivery, leadership and governance; developed over nearly 20 years of
working within the non-government and higher education sectors.
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Boro Smilev
Treasurer
Boro is an ambitious economist with an advanced understanding of
economic theory and it’s practical implications in accounting, finance,
business reporting, forecasting, analytics and statistics. Major fields of
his work include administrative operations, accounting and finance,
data management, analytics and business reporting, project
management, market research and commercial activities. He lends
these skills and his background with them to his role as treasurer;
which involves duties such as developing reports, highlighting and
analysing trends as well as recommending appropriate action to be
taken. Boro’s belief is that hard work and high enthusiasm yield a
greater sense of satisfaction in what one can achieve in life. He also
considers that volunteering isn’t just about the difference you can
make to support the needs of the community but the sense of
enrichment all volunteers get through the process of working with
and supporting others.

Tracy Zhu
Secretary
Tracy has worked in the education sector for 5 years and helped
hundreds of students achieve their goals. Recently she graduated with
her third degree. Tracy is currently participating in a resource reuse
project at the University of Tasmania. Tracy is keen on horse riding
and is concerned about community benefits. Tracy likes travelling,
reading and movies and is finding her new role as Board Secretary
with RDA challenging and interesting.

Nara Zhu
Board Member
Nara has worked as a sports and tourism event coordinator with
extensive experience in events planning, marketing campaigns and onsite execution of this planning. She has engaged in a great number of
medium-to-large sized events. Such as marathons, paragliding, fun runs
and camp festivals. She loves animals and all the beauty in life. Nara is
willing to dedicate herself to RDA’s development, help it to achieve a
wider audience awareness and create value for all stakeholders.
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Kelly riding Billie at the St Championships

Additional State Positions
Claudia Nevah
Executive Officer and
State Coaching Coordinator
Claudia was appointed the Executive Officer for RDA Tasmania
in 2019. She has been involved with RDA since 2008. Starting
with RDA Kingborough where she started as a program
volunteer as well as serving on the centre committee for nearly
9 years in various roles, including Secretary, Volunteer
Coordinator and Horse Welfare Officer. She gained her Level 1
Coach Accreditation in 2012 and joined the State Board as State
Coaching Coordinator in 2013. Claudia was appointed to be the
State Delegate on the National Program Delivery Riding
Committee in 2016 and as the State Delegate to represent RDA
Tasmania at National level in 2017.
Claudia has been involved with horses throughout her life in the
Netherlands, England, New Zealand and Australia. She is a
mother of 2 children and her family takes every opportunity to
hike and/or travel.
Claudia is committed to continue her dedication to RDA
Tasmania. She supports the Board and assists centres to comply
with legislative and RDA requirement and helps centres to
maintain the high standards of the RDA coaching program
which provides riders with a fantastic well-rounded program.
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President’s Report
Since joining the Board of RDA Tasmania in early 2018, I have had the great pleasure of some
wonderfully positive experiences as we work with our stakeholders to continue to drive the
organisation forward, and although I did not expect to undertake such a senior role as soon as
I have, I have been encouraged by the support and enthusiasm from right across the state.
The Board has continued to work hard on the ongoing development of RDA Tasmania with the
development, review and implementation of the strategic and business plans, diversifying our
funding base, increasing our promotional activities, building relationships with our
stakeholders and redeveloping our constitution and by-laws. None of this has been easy but I
continue to be optimistic that these will have a positive impact on all aspects of what we do.
We have been successful in a number of grant applications including Tasmanian Community
Fund and Communities Sports and Recreation for the National Coaches Workshop and
Communities, Sport and Recreation for our State Workshop. This funding greatly assists us in
meeting our strategic goals and supporting our centres, riders and volunteers right across the
state. We thank each of these vitally important funding bodies for the support and confidence
they have shown in RDA Tasmania in providing valuable program funding.
It was encouraging to see the state-wide attendance at this year’s coaching workshop with
more than 28 people attending the two days at RDA Kalang as Mary Longden and Sally Francis
passed on their wisdom and practical skills that will make all of our operations better.
I would like to extend special thanks to the committee and volunteers of RDA St Helens for
their wonderful hospitality and organisation in hosting the State Championships, an event that
has enabled us to select a wonderful team to attend the National Championships at Werribee
in Victoria later in 2019. The efforts of the state team riders in ensuring they are continuing to
train and develop ahead of the championships has been very encouraging and we wish them
all the best.
From a Centre perspective, it is unfortunate that RDA North-West and RDA St Helens have
been on hiatus at times this year due to access to coaches and volunteers but we are very
hopeful of them returning in the next 12 months. On a positive note we have commenced the
accreditation of a new centre at Ulverstone and the enthusiasm and positivity of the team
there has us encouraged about the future of their programs.
Administratively we have had some changes with the resignation of our office administrator,
Amanda, for whom we are very thankful for her efforts in pulling all of the NDIS together. The
vacating of the office administrator role challenged the Board to consider the staffing structure
which, I am very pleased to report, enabled us to appoint Claudia Nevah to the position of
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Lily holding Amy (left) and Jessica with Remus (right)

Executive Officer. Whilst it has meant that Claudia had to stand down from her role on the
Board, Claudia has taken to the EO role with great energy and organisation and I am personally
thankful to Claudia keeping me on track.
We have also had a number of Board changes since the last AGM but I would particularly like
to extend my thanks to my predecessor as President, Robert (Bob) Walker, for his time and
efforts in continuing the development of our strategic plan that greatly assists us into the
future. Additionally, our deepest appreciation to Jan Counsell for her tireless efforts as
Secretary, retiring at last year’s AGM. Jan’s commitment went far beyond her duties as
Secretary and her successful grant writing – sometimes on very, very short timelines has
ensured we have funding to further our strategic goals.
Additionally, my thanks are also extended to the current Board for their efforts throughout
2018/19. We have had a very fluid Board over the past twelve months but I am confident that
as we build towards a more stable governing structure, particularly with a new constitution,
by-laws, policy and procedures we can meet the challenges of the next year with enthusiasm
and energy – particularly the new NDIS changes expected in 2020.
Last, but by no means least, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all our volunteers
across RDA Tasmania for their hard work, passion and drive to help all of our riders to achieve
their goals. Without our volunteers, our organisation simply would not exist and I am sincerely
thankful for all you do!
There is no doubt we face some significant challenges ahead but I am confident that we are on
the right path and look forward to working with all stakeholders in 2019/20 to build a bigger
and better RDA Tasmania.

Mark Purcell
President
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Executive Officer and
Coaching Coordinator’s Report
The past 12 months in RDA have been exciting as well as challenging. We have welcomed a
new member Centre to RDA Tasmania. RDA Ulverstone is being developed by a small group of
hard-working volunteers. Leonie Chilcott is training to be their coach and the target is that
they will start taking on some riders beginning with a small program early in 2020.
RDA North West needed to go into recess at the start of 2019 due to their only coach having
other commitments this calendar year. RDA St Helens hasn’t been able to start their 2019program yet due to their only coach having other commitments too. It is very evident again
how we need to have a minimum of two coaches at each centre for the continuation of the
program.
NDIS is rolling out the National Quality and Safeguard Commission to have all registered
providers around the nation comply with the same standards, rules and regulations. RDA
Tasmania is currently working on this process to ascertain if we will remain a registered
provider or a non-registered provider in 2020. So far NDIS continues to be a major challenge
for RDA throughout Australia.
RDAA National Coaches Workshop was held in Victoria again over three intensive days at
Marcus Oldham College. This high-quality biennial workshop was well represented by
Tasmanian coaches with 11 coaches from all four Centres attending. This was made possible
through two grants from Communities, Sports and Recreation and Tasmanian Community
Fund. There were more than 150 coaches from around Australia who benefited from a wide
variety of interesting topics and knowledgeable presenters.
RDA Tasmania State Workshop was delivered over two days last March. There were 28
coaches and volunteers in attendance from Centres around the State. A grant through the
Tasmanian Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPaC) - Communities, Sports and Recreation
enabled us to engage two very experienced interstate presenters; Mary Longden and Sally
Francis. They covered a variety of topics which will assist our coaches and volunteers to
increase their knowledge and skills enabling our RDA Tasmania Centres to improve their
program delivery.
RDA State Championships were held in St Helens last November. Over two days, 11 riders
competed for a place on the State Team to represent Tasmania at the upcoming RDA National
Championships. The State Team is being training by State Team Coach Lisa Dolliver and State
Team Manager Lois Evans. A huge thank you to them both for volunteering their time towards
getting the Team ready.
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Kristianne riding Amy at the State Championships

RDAA National Championships will be from 2nd – 4th October 2019. The State Team of five
riders from three different Centres are currently training hard and practicing their dressage
tests. All riders are fundraising to be able to meet the high costs of travel, accommodation,
horse hire, entry fees, etc. Volunteer State Team Coach, Lisa Dolliver, and State Team
Manager, Lois Evans, are dedicating many hours to keep everyone and everything on track. We
wish them luck and lots of fun with everything.
A Quiz Night organised by RDA Tasmania will be held in September as a fundraiser to assist the
State Team financially. A huge thank you to the many businesses who have donated prizes for
the event. It should be a fun night.
In regards to our riders and volunteers, we ended 2018 with 61 riders. From early 2019 we
have approximately 36 riders between RDA Kalang and RDA Kingborough. Centres operate 1
day per week.
Thank you to all volunteers who have helped RDA continue with the delivery of the program
throughout Tasmania. We hope that many more people will join the RDA family and volunteer.
It’s such an amazing feeling to see smiles on our rider’s faces! With more volunteers and an
increased number of coaches, centres could potentially operate an extra day each week,
offering more places to people on our ever increasing waiting lists.

Claudia Nevah
Executive Officer and Coaching Co-ordinator
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RDA Kalang’s Report
First off, we welcomed two new volunteers, Lei Peng and Jane McKenzie, who took up the
challenging roles of Treasurer and Secretary. They have proven to be a great asset to our
centre through their dedication within their roles.
We are proud to announce that Lorraine Cohen became an Honorary Life Member with over
40 years of dedication within RDA Kalang as a Level 1 Riding Coach and mentor, along with
many other roles. Also this year, after 17 years of loyal service to our riding program, Buddy is
now enjoying his retirement on Kalang's property.
There was great sadness this year as we had to say goodbye to our dear friend Lois. Lois was a
huge and integral part at Kalang and Kingborough. We wish her all the best for the future. Any
centre she attends is exceptionally lucky, although we are still hoping that she gets homesick
and moves back to Tasmania.
The future looks bright in the riding program with three new volunteers undergoing Coach
training. Rider numbers have also increased slightly and this should increase further over the
next year as we are currently in discussion about increasing the amount of riding days.
The friendship between Kalang and Kingborough has gone exceptionally well and we are
currently in discussion about amalgamating the two centres and re branding as RDA South.
This will allow us to combine our resources and increase funding opportunities.
Fundraising has been a huge success at Kalang with gear sales, pony rides at Montagu Bay
Primary School and also during our open day. Thanks to Bunning's for allowing us to hold
numerous fundraising barbecues.
We were also lucky enough to host a State workshop. Special thanks go to Sally Francis and
Mary Longden. Through their expertise and enthusiasm, everyone that attended found it to be
very informative.
Over the last year, there have been vast improvements and investments into our facilities. The
paddock fencing has been upgraded through a $10,000.00 grant received from the
Commonwealth Bank (from the previous financial year). Special thanks go to Jeff Hockley,
Geoff Jackson and the rest of the Work Skills crew for bringing this project in on time and
budget.
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Honorary Life Member Lorraine with retiree Buddy

We were also fortunate to have received a large grant of $58,800.00 from Sports Australia,
which will fund a new arena, new fencing and a sensory activity course. When completed we
will be able to fit a full size 20m x 60m dressage arena and also have enough space to keep the
separate mounting area. The sensory activity course will include walking trails around the
property and a permanent le trek course. This will benefit the riders and horses greatly and
allow Coaches to provide more variety in their lesson planning. It is hoped to have all this
finalised by the end of 2019.

Raellene Clark
RDA Kalang President
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RDA Kingborough’s Report
Another year without a home in the Kingborough area so we have once again run our riding
program based at Kalang. Each Thursday, volunteers and riders alike have continued to benefit
from Kalang’s lovely bush setting. Our small core group of regular volunteers are very
appreciative of the great setting and also the additional help from the Kalang volunteers when
needed.
Our main event for the 2018/2019 period was the State Dressage Championships at St Helens.
Our riders did a marvellous job, with all Kingborough riders coming home with ribbons. Special
mentions go to Laura for winning the Overall Champion and Sarah the Reserve Champion.
Laura also won the Sharon Lindner Memorial Perpetual Trophy. Well done to all riders who
competed from around the State and a big thank you to our horses and volunteers for the
amazing work they did over the weekend. We are excited to have three riders from
Kingborough selected into the team of five riders representing RDA Tasmania at the National
Championships in Victoria in October this year. Good luck to Laura, Sarah and Eva from RDA
Kingborough and Kelly (RDA Kalang) and Ashlee (RDA St Helens). Go Team Tassie.
Volunteer numbers have been low, but with three Level 1 Coaches and a core group of regular
volunteers (and help from Kalang volunteers when needed), we have managed to run three
lessons on Thursdays (weather permitting). We have averaged around 12 riders throughout
the year. Numbers have fluctuated as some riders have had changes to school timetables (or
through other factors) and they’ve managed to work in closely with coaches from both
Kingborough and Kalang to change their riding day.
Lois Evans, long standing volunteer, coach and committee member, moved back to WA earlier
this year. Words cannot say how grateful we are for all that she has done for RDA Kingborough
and for RDA in Tasmania. She has worked tirelessly and her dedication to RDA, hard working
nature, friendly demeanour and “everything purple” attitude has meant that she is sorely
missed. Although she left us in body, she did not in mind as she continued to actively work on
the Kingborough committee from afar. Not forgetting Lois is the Team Manager for the State
Team going to the National Dressage Championships, so it’s lovely to still maintain that
connection.
Our equine herd is down to three actively working horses – Amy, Bree and Remus. They are all
in good health and together with Kalang’s horses, they share the lesson workload for both
Centres over the two riding days. This has been working well and is good for all of them as they
get worked more consistently over the two riding days. We continue to be on the lookout
together with Kalang for suitable horses to fill the gaps in our herd.
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RDA Kingborough riders and volunteers at RDA Kalang

Where we are heading next – an open meeting was held between Kingborough and Kalang to
discuss joining the two groups. The majority voted in favour. Steps are now being taken to join
the two centres officially for the start of 2020. A great opportunity to grow and build upon the
wonderful programs that both centres already offer. Exciting times ahead.
Thank you to all of our volunteers who do what they do so well. Thank you also to the Kalang
committee for their continued support with our ongoing use of their facilities and also to the
Kalang volunteers for stepping in and helping out when needed.

Lisa Dolliver
RDA Kingborough President
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RDA North West Report
RDA North West decided to hold classes during Term 3 2018, however we only managed five
riding days due to having to cancel because of bad weather and low volunteer numbers caused
by illness, the coughs and colds of winter in Tasmania.
Our horses came through winter very well though, with extra hay and daily hard feeds they all
maintained their weight and looked fabulous.
Emily Fielding attended the National Coaches Workshop in Geelong. She said the presenters
were all amazing and she learnt so much. She has reported back to our members at our recent
meeting and we enjoyed hearing about the topics and activities. Sounds like it was a great
Workshop.
In Term 4 we continued to conduct classes with a small but dedicated bunch of volunteers. All
but one of the new volunteers who joined us this year has moved on to new employment or
returned to study.
It was wonderful to see the great progress our riders
achieved throughout the latter part of the year. We
were all so thrilled to see Jamie finally feel confident
enough to come off lead rein, she was so proud of
herself, as were we. Her Mum cried and so did quite a
few of our volunteers. That’s why we love RDA.
After much consideration, it was decided by our
members that our Centre would go into recess for 2019.
There are several reasons for this difficult decision. The
main reason being the lack of available coaches. We
sincerely hope that this situation will change and we
may operate again in 2020.
Our horses all went to great homes, but very sadly Chief
was only with his new family for 2 months before he
became very ill and passed away. Chief was a fantastic
little pony and will always hold a very special place in
the hearts of all our volunteers and riders.

Lindy Newman
RDA North West Secretary
Jamie riding Chief
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RDA St Helens Report
We ran our final session before winter break on Thursday 28th June. We had planned on
resuming late September but due to the Triple J One Night Stand being held next to the horse’s
paddock we were unable to return them to the grounds until the 17th and with the National
Coaches Workshop the third week, we thought it best to resume sessions early October. We
were fortunate to be one of the 17 community groups involved in preparing and selling the
food and drinks for the concert and sharing in the profits. Big thanks to organisers and
volunteers who worked so hard, the profits were well worth the hard work.
Our quest to replace our weight bearer Daisy has been very hard. We trialled Holly, a very
sweet mare who, although she tried hard, unfortunately did not suit the program. Thankfully
we were successful with grant funding to purchase a new horse,
saddle and training for the horse. We purchased Casper and sent
him to Tayah Scott Equine for some training in desensitising and
refining his paces and balance ready to start back in Term 4. He
was a trotter from New Zealand and came to Australia a few
years back to train as a Pacer but did not make the grade. He
was backed in July 2017 and trained as an endurance horse
which also wasn’t for him. We are hoping he has finally found his
passion with us and will give many hours of joy and fulfilment to
our riders.
With our State office being successful in a grant application, we
were able to send four of our volunteers to the National Coaches
Workshop held at the Marcus Oldham College in September.
They all had an amazing time gaining much valuable information
and insight from the session presenters and finding support and
friendships through sharing experiences and ideas with other
attendees from the many centres around Australia. Thank you to
State for providing this opportunity.
After a long winter break we recommenced sessions on Saturday
12th October. It was great to get back to business and see our
keen riders and horses reunited. We began training twice a week
for the riders competing in the State Championships which we
were lucky enough to host on the 17th and 18th November. We
had four riders compete in the three disciplines with Ashlee
McBain gaining enough points to be selected in the State Team
for the 2019 National Competition in Victoria.
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We had a lovely visit from Louise and her partner
Nathan in November. As part of Louise’s Christmas
present Nathan arranged a surprise visit for Louise to
meet the horses. Maggie loved the attention and
green grass.
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Tyson taking one of his many loving riders

We continued with regular sessions every Thursday and Saturday with the plan of completing
the year with a Christmas Break-Up on Saturday 15th December. Unfortunately we had to
cancel all riding in the last week due to very wet conditions.
Unfortunately our only Level 1 Coach has been unable to commit to coaching regular sessions
for 2019, so as we are in our 15th year of operation we decided to take the first half of the year
off and enjoy some Long Service Leave. The horses were moved to a property by the sea with
access to beaches and bush rides and after accreditation of part of the property we will
continue to train Ashlee for the nationals and the horses to ensure they maintain their health
and ridability.
Regrettably we lost our much loved pony Tyson in March to acute asthma complications. The
vets both here on the coast and at Longford Vet Clinic all tried their hardest but his condition
worsened. He will be sadly missed by us all and very hard to replace. Hopefully we will be able
to secure funding to replace him before we resume sessions.
We wish all centres currently operating all the best for the rest of 2019 and the best of luck to
the team of riders and volunteers representing Tasmania at the Nationals in November.

Cindy King
RDA St Helens Treasurer
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RDA Ulverstone Report
It all started one day in church. Rossi Marshall had been asking for volunteers to start an RDA
centre at Ulverstone. The call went out for several weeks in church weekly notices and in
posters around the Coast. Finally, a small committee of five was formed, and the inaugural
meeting took place on 12th April 2018.
The Ulverstone centre is blessed with the perfect venue at Molenda Lodge, a small farm just
outside Ulverstone, the home of Rossi and Trevor Marshall. Molenda Lodge has been
operating as a non-profit organisation since 1996. Rossi a retired educator, child psychologist
and rehabilitation case manager, set up Molenda Lodge Inc. to assist persons needing to
recover from life stress and trauma. From 1999 Molenda has worked mainly with disengaged
primary and high school students. Horse riding was introduced but it was difficult to maintain
due to lack appropriately trained teachers willing to volunteer their time. Additionally, we
became aware that clients from agencies connected to Molenda, were having difficulty
acquiring riding lessons for their disabled clients, and it became apparent that we should
endeavour to set up a Riding for the Disabled centre at the property.
Yards, water troughs, tack room, stable, barn and a covered rider waiting area are already in
place, due to the efforts of Molenda volunteers over the years. We are completing alterations
to fencing in our mounting area and lesson arenas and in the near future will build a vermin
proof feed store. We are grateful to have the support of both Molenda, and RDA Ulverstone
volunteers to achieve in these endeavours. We have made application for funding to set up a
decomposting toilet suitable for sensitive areas, on site, as it is some 300 yards to the
farmhouse.
We currently have two horses, Prince a gelding 15hh and Karyne a 13hh mare, both with very
quiet natures and accustomed to beginner (school student) riders. We have sought funding to
buy 2 more horses.
Our volunteers have completed stages one and two of their training for horse leading and side
walking. We have one volunteer who is undertaking training as a coach. The Centre has also
benefitted from the enthusiastic efforts of RDA Ulverstone volunteers Mandy, Brock and Emily
who have been coming to the centre twice weekly to clean the paddocks, maintain tack,
groom and exercise the horses.
Our first Training Day held on 24th April 2019 went very well with all 12 volunteers present. It
went from 9am to 3pm. Pauline Perry kindly ran the session and we went through the
Volunteer Booklet in the morning. After lunch, kindly provided by Trevor and Rossi, we went
outdoors to continue our practical training with the horses.
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Ruby with Prince

Throughout the year some of our members participated in the activities organised by RDA
Tasmania. The 17th Nov 2018 saw Leonie, Rossi, Trevor, and Libby enjoy the State
Championships at St Helens. On the 22nd March 2019, Rossi represented our Centre at the
State RDA meeting at Kalang. Leonie, Rossi, Trevor, and Libby also attended the State RDA
Workshop held on 23rd – 24th March at RDA Kalang. All agreed that the workshop was
excellent.
Pauline Perry has kindly offered to attend once monthly as our Coach, and we are hopeful that
we may be able to obtain another temporary coach on a monthly basis, thus allowing us to
operate once fortnightly until we can have more trained coaches to enable us to operate more
frequently; with the ultimate aim to operate lessons two days per week. There is no lack of
riders wanting to attend, so we are keen to get this centre happening as soon as possible.

Lucy George
RDA Ulverstone Secretary
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